The Blackwell-MacQueen description of sampling from a Dirichlet random distribution on an abstract space is reviewed, and extended to a general family of random discrete distributions. Results are obtained by application of Kingman's theory of partition structures.
Introduction
Blackwell and MacQueen 10] described the construction of a Dirichlet prior distribution by a generalization of P olya's urn scheme. While the notion of a random discrete probability measure governed by a Dirichlet distribution was rst developed in the setting of Bayesian statistics 30, 26, 27, 28] , this idea has applications in other elds. The distribution of the ranked masses of atoms in a Dirichlet distribution, called the Poisson-Dirichlet (pd) distribution 45] , appears as an asymptotic distribution in number theory 14, 8, 67, 16] , combinatorics 65, 68, 69, 34] , and population genetics 70, 24] . Though the nite dimensional distributions of the pd distribution are di cult to describe explicitly, there are some remarkably simple formulae involving this distribution, most notably the Ewens sampling formula 23, 25] . Antoniak 3] derived the Ewens sampling formula from the Blackwell-MacQueen description of sampling from a Dirichlet prior. Hoppe 35, 37] used the urn scheme to derive the simple form of the size-biased random permutation of the pd distribution, which Ewens 24] termed the gem distribution, after Gri ths, Engen and McCloskey, who contributed to its development and application in the elds of genetics and ecology. Dirichlet random measures and the pd and gem distributions appear also as the stationary distributions of measure-valued di usions derived from population genetics models 19, 20, 21, 22] . Section 2 of this paper reviews some basic results involving Dirichlet distributions and the pd and gem distributions. Section 3 shows how many of these results extend to a more general Bayesian model for sampling from a random discrete distribution. This involves Kingman's theory of partition structures 46] as developed in 1, 55] . The general model is illustrated by a two-parameter model for species sampling, rst proposed by Engen 18] , which is de ned here following 55] by a variation of the Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme. This two-parameter model is a natural extrapolation of a basic model for species sampling proposed by R.A. Fisher in 1943 29] . The family of random discrete distributions associated with this two-parameter model, which can be characterized in a number of ways 53, 58, 71, 43] , turns out to include both Dirichlet distributions and distributions derived from the lengths of excursions of Brownian motion and Bessel processes 53, 59, 54, 60] .
Finally, Section 4 indicates brie y how the Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme and its generalizations described in Section 3 can be interpreted in terms of random permutations.
Dirichlet Distributions

Preliminaries
For > 0 let gamma( ) denote the gamma distribution on (0; 1) with mean , whose density at x is ?( ) ? 
de ned on some probability space ( ; F; P), such that for each ! 2 , the function B ! F(B; !) is a probability measure on (S; S). Call a sequence of random variables (X n ) a sample from F if conditionally given F the X n are independent and identically distributed according to F, abbreviated
Let be a positive measure on (S; S) with 0 < (S) < 1. Say F has dirichlet( ) distribution if F is a random distribution on S such that for every measurable partition B 1 ; : : :; B k of S, the random vector (F(B 1 ); : : :; F(B k )) has dirichlet( (B 1 ); : : :; (B k )) distribution. Ferguson 27] established the existence of such a random distribution, and proved the following extension of the well known updating rule for sampling from a Dirichlet prior on a nite set. For x 2 S let (x) denote the distribution of a unit mass at x. So (x; B) = 1(x 2 B); B 2 S. Theorem 1 27] . If (X n ) is a sample from F with dirichlet( ) distribution, then the conditional distribution of F given X 1 ; : : :; X n is dirichlet( n ) where n is the random measure
If (X n ) is a sample from a dirichlet( ) prior F, then the unconditional distribution of each X n is =jj jj where jj jj = (S) is the total mass of .
So Theorem 1 implies the Blackwell-MacQueen prediction rule 10]: P(X n+1 2 j X 1 ; : : :; X n ) = n ( )=jj n jj (4) Blackwell and MacQueen reversed this derivation of (4) to establish the following result: Theorem 2 10] Let (X n ) be a sequence of random variables constructed so that X 1 has distribution =jj jj, and (4) holds for n as in (3) . Let F n = n =jj n jj. Then (i) F n converges a.s. as n ! 1 to a random discrete distribution F; (ii) F has Dirichlet ( ) distribution; (iii) X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : is a sample from F. Blackwell and MacQueen assumed that (S; S) is a Polish space with Borel -eld, and proved weak convergence of F n to F almost surely. But it will be seen in Section 3 that Theorem 2 holds under the weaker regularity condition (1), with the convergence in (i) meaning convergence in total variation almost surely. See also Blackwell 9] and regarding the discreteness of Dirichlet distributions.
Ranked and size-biased frequencies
For a measure on S with 0 < (S) < 1 let = (S) and = = . So > 0, is a probability distribution on S, and = .
Theorem 3 27] Let ? (1) > ? (2) > be the points of a Poisson random measure on (0; 1) with mean measure x ?1 e ?x dx. Put P i = ? (i) = where = P i ? (i) (5) and de ne (i) . Suppose the jth species to be observed in such a sampling process is the species whose abundance is ? ( j ) and letP j = P j be the corresponding relative frequency of this species. Elementary properties of Poisson processes imply that (P j ) is a size-biased permutation of (P i ). That is to say,P j = P j where for all nite sequences (i j ; 1 j k) of distinct positive integers, the conditional probability of the event ( j = i j for all 1 j k) given (P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :) is P i 1 P McCloskey's theorem has the following corollary: Corollary 7 Let (P i ) with P 1 P 2 be de ned by ranking a sequence (P j ) with gem ( ) distribution. Then (i) (P i ) has pd ( ) distribution, and (ii) (P j ) is a size-biased permutation of (P i ).
Proof. Part (i) is an obvious consequence of Theorem 5. To see why (ii) is true, write simplyP for (P j ) and P for (P i ). Then P = r(P) where the ranking function r is a product measurable function on sequence space.
Because the values P i are a.s. distinct, it is clear thatP j = P j for an a.s.
uniquely de ned sequence of random variables ( j ), and hence thatP is a size-biased permutation of P i P has a particular conditional distribution given P. But a conditional distribution ofP given r(P) that serves for some sequenceP with a prescribed distribution must work for every sequenceP with that distribution. 2
Combining Theorems 3 and 5 yields the following result:
Corollary 8 64, 63] . Let F be de ned by
for two sequences of random variables (P j ) andX j such that (P j ) has the gem ( ) distribution (8) and theX j are i.i.d ( ), independent of (P j ). Then
This construction provides both a simple way to simulate F with dirichlet( ) distribution, and an approach to computation of the distribution of functionals of F such as
for a measurable function g on S. For further developments see 61, 62, 13, 44] .
Call di use if (fxg) = 0 for all x 2 S. Then theX i in (6) are a.s.
distinct, and the relation between the two constructions (9) and (6) of a dirichlet( ) distributed F can be clari ed as follows:
Corollary 9 Suppose F has dirichlet( ) distribution, for > 0 and a di use probability distribution on S. Let P i denote the magnitude of the ith largest atom of F, and letX i be the location of this atom in the space S. LetX j denote the jth distinct value observed in a sample (X n ) from F and letP j = F(fX j g), the size of the atom of F atX j . Then almost surely
where (i) (P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :) has pd ( ) distribution;
(ii) theX i are i.i.d ( ), independently of (P i ); (iii) (P j ) is a size-biased permutation of (P i );
(iv) (P 1 ;P 2 ; : : :) has gem ( ) distribution;
(v) theX j are i.i.d ( ), independently of (P j ).
Corollary 10 Suppose that F with dirichlet( ) distribution, for > 0 and a di use probability measure , is constructed via (9) for (P j ) andX j as in Corollary 8, then expressed in terms of its ranked atoms (P i ) and their locationsX i , so that formula (11) holds by construction. Then the joint distribution of the four sequences (P j ), (X j ), (P i ), and (X i ) is as described in parts (i)-(v) of Corollary 9. In particular, (P j ) is a size-biased random permutation of (P i ), sayP j = P j , andX j = X j .
Proof. The subtlety here is thatX j is not de ned as the jth distinct value to appear in some random sample (X n ) from F, as in Corollary 9. It is only asserted that the joint distribution of (X j ) and F is the same as if X j were the jth distinct value to appear in a sample from F, and this is a consequence of Corollary 7. 2
Species Sampling Models
As noted by Ferguson 27] More formally, let (X n ) be a sequence of random variables with values in (S; S), de ned on some probability space ( ; F; P). Let M 1 := 1 and for j > 1 let M j := inffn : n > M j?1 ; X n = 2 fX 1 ; : : :; X n?1 gg (12) with the convention inf ; := 1. On the event M j < 1 de neX j := X M j .
In the language of species sampling, X n represents the species of the nth individual in some process of sampling of individuals from a population, and X j is the jth species to appear. For j = 1; 2; : : : let N jn be the number of times that the jth speciesX j appears in the sample X 1 ; : : :; X n :
Let K n := maxfj : N jn > 0g, the number of di erent species to appear in the rst n observations. Call a rule specifying the distribution of X 1 and the conditional distribution of X n+1 given X 1 ; : : :; X n for each n = 1; 2; : : : a prediction rule. It will be assumed throughout that X 1 has some xed probability distribution on S which is di use, that is (fxg) = 0 for all x 2 S. The symbol is a mnemonic for the distribution of a new species. To be de nite, it can be supposed that S = 0; 1] and is uniform. For > 0 the BlackwellMacQueen prediction rule (4) for random sampling from a Dirichlet ( ) random measure F can be written using the above notation as follows: for 1 k n P(X n+1 2 j X 1 ; : : :; X n ; K n = k) = k X j=1 N jn n + 1(X j 2 ) + n + ( ) (14) As a generalization, consider (X n ) subject to a prediction rule of the form
P(X n+1 2 j X 1 ; : : :; X n ;
where N n := (N 1n ; N 2n ; : : :) is the vector of counts of various species observed in the sample (X 1 ; : : :; X n ). Here the range of the random vectors N n is identi ed in an obvious way with the countable set N := S 1 k=1 N k , the set of nite sequences of positive integers, and (p j ; j = 1; 2; : : :) is a sequence of prediction probability functions de ned on N . The functions p j should be understood as follows. Given that after n observations the vector of counts of various species in order of appearance is N n = n say, where n = (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) 2 N with P i n i = n, the next observation is the jth species already observed with probability p j (n) for 1 j k, and a new species with probability p k+1 (n). Here k = k(n) is the number of non-zero components of n, so the random number K n of di erent species to appear in the rst n observations is K n = k(N n ), and p j (n) = P(X n+1 =X j j N n = n) (1 j k(n) + 1) (17) It is clear that any sequence of functions p j such that p j (n) 0;
determines the distribution of a sequence of random variables (X n ) via the prediction rule (16) . For example, the Blackwell-MacQueen rule (14) is the special case of (16) with p j (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) = n j n + 1(1 j k) + n + 1(j = k + 1)
where n = P k i=1 n i . The following proposition is an easy consequence of Kingman's theory of exchangeable random partitions as developed in 1, 55]:
Proposition 11 Suppose (X n ) is an exchangeable sequence of random variables subject to a prediction rule of the form (15){(16). Let F n denote the conditional distribution of X n+1 given X 1 ; : : :; X n , as displayed in (16) . (iii) (X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :) is a sample from F.
To be careful about the meaning of part (ii), note that the number K 1 of distinct values in the in nite sequence (X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :) is almost surely equal to inffk :P 1 + +P k = 1g. The meaning of (ii) is that conditionally given When compared to Theorem 2 for the Blackwell-MacQueen prediction rule, Proposition 11 is de cient in two respects. Firstly, Proposition 11 makes the assumption that (X n ) is exchangeable, which is part of the conclusion of the Blackwell-MacQueen theorem. Secondly, Proposition 11 provides no explicit description of the distribution of F. These de ciencies are remedied to some extent by the following discussion.
De nition 12 Call (X n ) a species sampling sequence if (X n ) is an exchangeable sequence subject to a prediction rule of the form (15){(16) for a di use distribution , as supposed in Proposition 11.
As a variation of Proposition 11, it is easily seen that (X n ) is a species sampling sequence i (X n ) is a sample from a random distribution F of the form
for some sequence of random variables (P i ) such that P i 0 and P i P i 1 a.s.
and some sequence (X i ) that is i.i.d.( ) independent of (P i ).
This set-up, with a random distribution F of the form (22) , and a sample (X n ) from F, will be called a species sampling model. Interpret P i as the relative frequency of the ith species in some listing of species present in a population, andX i as the tag assigned to that species. The random distribution F has an atom of magnitude P i atX i for each i such that P i > 0, and the rest of its mass distributed proportionally to . Call the (27) where (G(t); 0 t 1) is the random distribution function on 0; 1] with exchangeable increments obtained from the model with uniform on 0; 1] and the same random frequencies. Such random measures were studied by Kallenberg 40, 42] .
A large class of models, including the Dirichlet and its two-parameter extension described below, is obtained by supposing that G(t) = Y (t)=Y (1) 
for some symmetric 
Conversely 55], every non-negative, symmetric function p de ned on N and satisfying (29) is an eppf, that is to say the eppf of some exchangeable sequence (X n ).
Proposition 13 Corresponding to each pair (p; ), where p is an eppf and is a di use probability distribution, there is a unique distribution for a species sampling sequence (X n ) such that p is the eppf of (X n ) and is the distribution of X 1 .
Proof. For each n the eppf p of an exchangeable sequence (X n ) determines the probability of each event of the form displayed in (28) . But from the prediction rule (15){(16), given such an event, the common valueX j of X`for 2 A j has distribution , and theseX j are independent for 1 j k. Thus the joint distribution of (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) is determined for every n by (p; ), which proves the uniqueness claim. Given a pair (p; ), such a sequence (X n ) is constructed by assigning the values of an i.i.d( ) sequence (X j ) to the classes of an independent exchangeable random partition of N de ned by p. 2
According to Proposition 11, the random distribution F governing a species sampling sequence (X n ) can be recovered almost surely from (X n ). Thus a pair (p; ) as above determines the nite-dimensional distributions of a random distribution F such that a sample (X n ) from F has eppf p and each X n with distribution .
Ranked frequencies
Kingman's theory of random partitions 46] sets up a one-one correspondence between eppf's p and distributions for a decreasing sequence of random variables (P i ) with P i 0 and P i P i 1. The random distribution F corresponding to (p; ) is then constructed via (22) . Let P denote the set of eppf's p : N ! 0; 1], and give P the topology of pointwise convergence. The set P is convex and compact, in fact a simplex: as shown by Kingman, the extreme p are those corresponding to a deterministic decreasing sequence of frequencies (P i ).
For a proper sequence (P i ) there is a formula for the corresponding eppf which follows easily from (28) and (22) and E stands for expectation with respect to the underlying probability distribution P. In principle this formula determines the correspondence between the eppf and the distribution of ranked frequencies (P i ) in a proper species sampling model. But it gives little hint of how to arrange the distribution of frequencies to produce models with a simple eppf.
Prediction rules
Consider now the functions p j de ned on N which determine the prediction rule (16) of a species sampling sequence (X n ). From formula (28) and Bayes' rule, these functions are expressed as follows in terms of the eppf p of (X n ):
It is now clear from Proposition 13 that the statement of Proposition 11 can be sharpened as follows:
Theorem 14 Given a di use probability distribution and a sequence of functions (p j ; j = 1; 2; : : :) de ned on N and satisfying (18) , let (X n ) be governed by the prediction rule (15) (16) de ned by the sequence of functions p j (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) = n j ? n + 1(1 j k) + + k n + 1(j = k + 1) (33) where and are two real parameters. To ensure that all relevant probabilities are non-negative and that the rule is not degenerate, it must be supposed that either = ? < 0 and = m for some > 0 and m = 2; 3 : : : (34) or 0 < 1 and > ? (35) This prediction rule satis es (31) for the function p = p ( ; ) de ned by p ( ; ) (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) =
where n = P i n i and x] m = Q m j=1 (x + j ? 1). Since p ( ; ) (1) = 1 and p ( ; ) is symmetric, Theorem 14 shows that (X n ) de ned by this prediction rule is exchangeable, hence a species sampling sequence. The case (34) corresponds to sampling from F = P m i=1 P iXi where (P 1 ; : : :; P m ) has a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with m parameters equal to , and thê X i are i.i.d. with distribution . This is just Fisher's model, described in Section 2, with m species identi ed by i.i.d.( ) tags. In this model, the number of species K n in a sample of size n remains bounded above by m and is eventually equal to m as n ! 1. Passing to the limit as m ! 1 and ! 0 for xed = m , the prediction rule and the eppf for Fisher's model converge to the Blackwell-MacQueen rule and the eppf for sampling from a Dirichlet( ) prior, which is the special case of the two-parameter model with = 0 and > 0. In this model, K n is a sum of independent indicator variables, which implies K n log n almost surely and K n is asymptotically normal 48]. In the model with 0 < < 1 and > ? the sequence (K n ) is an inhomogeneous Markov chain such that K n Sn almost surely, for a random variable S with a continuous density on (0; 1) depending on ( ; ). 
So C in represents the number of species that appear exactly i times among X 1 ; : : :; X n . By de nition P i iC in = n, and P i C in = K n . The vector C n is a standard coding of the partition of n induced by X 1 ; : : :; X n . Instead of working with the eppf p as above, Kingman 46] worked with the function p ? (m) = P(C n = m) (38) de ned for nite vectors of non-negative integers m = (m 1 ; : : :; m n ). For xed n, as m = (m 1 ; : : :; m n ) ranges over all such vectors of length n with im i = n, this function p ? (m) de nes a probability distribution over partitions of n. In terms of species sampling, p ? (m) is the probability that in a sample of size n there are m 1 species with a single representative in the sample, and m 2 species with two representatives in the sample, and so on. By an elementary counting argument, the number of partitions of the set n] 
The frequencies in order of appearance
Consider now the in nite sequenceP = (P 1 ;P 2 ; : : :) of frequencies in order of appearance obtained from a species sampling sequence (X n ), as in (19) . According to Theorem 6 of 55], for each n = 1; 2; : : : the conditional distribution of X n+1 given X 1 ; : : :; X n andP is given by P(X n+1 2 j X 1 ; : : :; X n ;P ) = Kn X j=1P j 1(X j 2 ) + (1 ? Kn X j=1P j ) ( ) (43) For n = (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) 2 N , this formula shows that the conditional probability of the event displayed in (28) givenP is (n;P) where
It follows that the eppf p of (X n ) and the distribution of the sequenceP determine each other via the formula p(n) = E (n;P )] 
Keep in mind that theW i are subject not only to 0 W i 1, but also to the more subtle symmetry constraint that E (n;P)] is a symmetric function of n. It is natural to look rst at models in which theW j are independent. But the choice is severely limited by the symmetry constraint.
Assuming for simplicity that 0 <W j < 1 there is the following generalization 
The updating rule
The argument leading to (45) , combined with Bayes' rule, yields the following updating rule for species sampling:
Theorem 18 Suppose (X n ) is a species sampling sequence. For each n = 1; 2; : : : the conditional distribution of F given (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) is determined by the following conditional distribution given (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) of the two sequences (X j ) andP := (P j ) which determine F via (20) :
(i) theX j for 1 j K n are measurable functions of (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) (ii) theX j for j > K n are i.i.d ( ) (iii) independent of the all theX j , the sequenceP has conditional distribution speci ed by the following formula: for all non-negative product measurable functions f E f(P )jX 1 ; : : :; X n ; N n = n] = E f(P ) (n;P)] p(n) (48) where (n;P) is de ned by (43) , and p(n) = E (n;P )] is the eppf of (X n ). Note the following special cases of formula (48), which relate this formula to the prediction probability functions p j via (31) , and can be read directly from (16) and (43):
E P j jX 1 ; : : :; X n ; N n = n] = p j (n)
(1 j k(n)) (49) and forR k := 1 ? P k i=1Pi , E R Kn jX 1 ; : : :; X n ; N n = n] = p k(n)+1 (n)
Here the random variableR Kn represents the proportion in the total population of all species unobserved in the sample X 1 ; : : :; X n . To illustrate, consider sampling from F corresponding to the two-parameter prediction rule in Example 16.
De nition 19 Say a random discrete distribution F has ( ; ; )-distribution if a sample (X n ) from F is governed by the model of Example 16 determined by real parameters and subject to either (34) or (35), and a di use measure .
That is to say, according to Theorem 17, F has the same distribution as P jPj (X j ) where theP j are given by (46) forW i that are independent with beta(1 ? ; + i ) distributions, independent also of the i.i.d( ) sequence (X j ). In particular, the (0; ; ) distribution is dirichlet( ). To be de nite, it will be assumed that 0 If (X n ) is a sample from F with the ( ; ; )-distribution, then the conditional distribution ofP given (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) can be made more explicit as follows. Using the expression (47) for (n;P), it follows from (48) that given (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) with N n = (n 1 ; : : :; n k ), theW i are independent, with beta(n i ? ; + i + P k j=i+1 n j ) distribution for 1 i k, and (51) beta(1 ? ; + i ) distribution for i > k.
(52) This amounts to the following updating rule:
Corollary 20 If (X n ) is a sample from a random distribution F with the ( ; ; )-distribution, then conditionally given X 1 ; : : :; X n with k distinct valuesX j for 1 j k, and n j values X i equal toX j for each 1 j k, (53) where (P 1 ; : : :;P k ;R k ) has dirichlet(n 1 ? ; : : :; n k ? ; + k ) distribution, independently of the random distribution F k , which has ( ; + k ; )-distribution.
As checks, take expectations and use the formulae (49) and (50) to recover the ( ; ) prediction rule (33) . Also, for = 0 it is easily veri ed that this updating rule reduces to the Dirichlet updating rule of Theorem 1.
Random Permutations
It is easily seen that there exists a unique probability distribution for a sequence of random permutations ( n ; n = 1; 2; ) such that (i) n is a uniformly distributed random permutation of n] for each n; (ii) for each n, if n is written as a product of cycles, then n?1 is derived from n by deletion of element n from its cycle.
For example, using standard cycle notation for permutations, if 5 = (134)(25) then 4 = (134)(2); if 5 = (134)(2)(5) then 4 = (134)(2). The combinatorial basis of the above observation appears in Greenwood 32] . Lester Dubins and I devised the following Chinese restaurant construction of such a sequence ( n ), which is mentioned in 1, (11.19) ]. Suppose people numbered 1; 2; arrive in an initially empty restaurant with an unlimited number of circular tables T 1 ; T 2 ; , each capable of seating an unlimited number of people. Person 1 sits at table T 1 . For n 1 suppose inductively that n people have already entered the restaurant, and are seated in some arrangement, with at least one person at each of the tables T j for 1 j k say, where k is the number of tables occupied by the rst n people to arrive. Let person n + 1 choose with equal probability to sit at any of the following n + 1 places: to the left of person j for some 1 j n, or alone at table T k+1 . De ne n : n] ! n] by n (i) = j if person j is seated immediately to the left of person i after n people have entered. The sequence ( n ) then has features (i) and (ii) above by a simple induction.
Suppose now that independently of the sequence ( n ) the table T j is painted a random colorX j , where theX j are i.i.d. random variables with some arbitrary probability distribution over a spectrum S of possible colors. Let X n denote the color of the table occupied by the nth person to arrive. By construction, the sequential development of (X n ) is exactly that described by the Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme for = . Consequently, (X n ) is a sample from F with dirichlet( ) distribution (54) where F is the limiting empirical distribution of X 1 ; ; X n as n ! 1.
Assuming is di use, di erent tables have di erent colors almost surely.
Then by construction, the following three partitions of n] are almost surely identical: the partition of n] induced by X 1 ; ; X n , the partition of n] de ned by the way the rst n customers are distributed among tables, and the partition of n] induced by the cycles of the uniformly distributed random permutation n .
To construct F with dirichlet( ) distribution for arbitrary > 0, let people enter the restaurant exactly as before, but suppose that given the seating arrangement of the rst n people at tables T 1 ; ; T k say, person n + 1 chooses to sit the left of person j with equal probability 1=(n + ) for each 1 j n, and to sit alone at table T k+1 with probability =(n + ). Now the sequence of colors (X n ) is governed by the Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme for = , so (X n ) is a sample from F with dirichlet( ) distribution (55) In this construction the number K n of cycles of n is represented as K n = Y 1 + + Y n (56) where Y m is the indicator of the event that customer m chooses to sit alone at a new table, and by construction the Y m are independent Bernoulli ( =( + m ? 1)) variables. In terms of (X n ) constructed as a sample from Dirichlet( ) for a di use , Y m is the indicator of the event that X m does not equal X j for any 1 j m ? 1, and K n is the number of distinct values observed among X 1 ; ; X n . The simple structure of the representation (56) in this setting can be read immediately from the Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme. As noted by , by application of standard limit theorems for sums of independent random variables, this leads to a law of large numbers and a central limit theorem governing the P asymptotic behaviour of K n for large n. In particular, for = 1, we recover the result of Goncharov 31] 
